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1. Introduction

Most crystalline materials are composed of many small crystallites, grains, with lattices of different orientations. The boundaries between the grains can move to reduce the total grain boundary energy of the ensemble. Since many mechanical and physical properties of materials, from tensile strength in structural materials to resistivity in electronic materials, are a function of the local grain morphology, grain growth can be used to design materials with a given set of properties. The predictive power of models of this grain growth process is critically dependent on understanding the mechanisms governing the grain boundary movement and measurements of the relevant materials parameters.

The local velocity of a grain boundary is given by $v = -\kappa \tau$, where $\kappa$ is the total curvature of the boundary and $\tau$ is the reduced grain boundary mobility, $\tau = M \gamma_n$. Here $M$ is the grain boundary mobility, and $\gamma_n$ is the grain boundary stiffness (see Section S3.8 in supplementary materials). The reduced mobility measures the rate by which a boundary can move under the driving force of grain boundary energy. Analytical models of grain growth have exploited the similarity between the interfacial energy driving force for polycrystalline grain growth and soap froth evolution [1–3]. However, these models neglect the anisotropic crystalline nature of grains and grain boundaries, and assume an isotropic growth where $M$ and $\gamma_n$ are constants.

The crystallography of a grain boundary can be described by five macroscopic degrees of freedom representing the misorientation (the orientation difference between the two grains that share the boundary) and the inclination of the grain boundary plane [4,5]. The grain boundary energy is a function of these five macroscopic degrees of freedom [6,7]. Measuring grain boundary velocities at the surface of bicrystals has led to the conjecture that the mobilities are likewise determined by these same five degrees of freedom [5,8,9]. However, only a limited number of mobilities can be determined in this way, and it is not clear if the measurements represent grain growth observed in three-dimensional polycrystalline materials.

The phase-field method has emerged as a powerful tool to simulate microstructure evolution [10,11]. It has been successfully applied to study grain growth [12–16]. The phase-field method can also incorporate the dependence of grain boundary mobility on the five macroscopic degrees of freedom [10,11,13–15,17]. However, these models have only been compared to experiments in an indirect statistical or qualitative way, due to the lack of experimentally measured grain boundary mobilities. It is possible to determine grain boundary mobilities using molecular dynamics simulations. For example, atomistic simulations of bicrystals indicate that the mobility can vary strongly with...
misorientation \cite{18,19} and that a small fraction of low mobility boundaries in a sample can lead to grain growth stagnation \cite{20}. However, there is no experimental validation; therefore, it would be interesting to determine if mobilities calculated using bicrystals can be applied to grain growth in polycrystals. In another approach, the mobility is represented by disconnections in the boundary \cite{21–23} and thus the mobility may not be an intrinsic property of a grain boundary \cite{24}. However, all the factors setting the disconnection content of a given grain boundary are unknown. Thus, measuring reduced grain boundary mobilities for a large number of boundaries in the interior of a polycrystal is essential in understanding the mechanisms controlling grain growth in the polycrystalline systems found in real-life materials.

During the last 15 years, nondestructive 3D grain mapping techniques based on the use of synchrotrons have been developed, such as three-dimensional x-ray diffraction (3DXRD) \cite{25} and diffraction contrast tomography (DCT) \cite{26,27}, which provide a possible remedy to the problems. These techniques allow the study of grain growth within bulk polycrystalline samples. Schmidt et al. \cite{28} firstly applied 3DXRD in studying grain growth of 480 Al-Mn grains with six time-steps and a spatial resolution of about 5-8 \( \mu \text{m} \). Researchers in Robert Suter’s group have used 3DXRD to study grain growth in pure nickel \cite{29} and pure iron \cite{30} with slightly improved resolution but fewer time-steps. Syha \cite{31} and Trenkle \cite{32} used DCT to measure the growth of 849 grains in strontium titanate with two steps and a voxel size of 0.7 \( \mu \text{m} \). Sun et al. \cite{33} used a laboratory-based DCT method \cite{34,35} to measure three steps of grain growth of 300 iron grains with a voxel size of 5 \( \mu \text{m} \). However, in all cases, no reduced mobilities for individual grain boundaries have been reported.

In this work, we report on results extracted from time-resolved x-ray diffraction contrast tomography of grain growth in a polycrystalline iron sample. A novel fitting methodology developed previously by direct comparison between phase-field simulations and a coarsening experiment \cite{36} is extended for measuring reduced grain boundary mobilities. By coupling 3D phase-field modeling with 3D grain growth experiments, we simultaneously fit the reduced mobilities for a large number of grain boundaries resulting in a rapid throughput technique for measuring grain boundary properties. In this paper, we focus on the fitting methodology and its application in measuring the reduced grain boundary mobilities in pure iron. The fitting results are analyzed within the classical framework of grain growth, i.e., by investigating the correlation between the reduced grain boundary mobilities and the five macroscopic degrees of freedom. We find, using a bulk polycrystalline sample, that in general there is no correlation between the reduced grain boundary mobility and the five macroscopic degrees of freedom of grain boundaries and, moreover, that the reduced mobilities can vary with time. This is in contrast to the conventional understanding and implies that grain boundary motion in polycrystals is governed by factors other than simply the crystallography of the component crystals.

2. Methods

2.1. Experiment

The raw material is Armco iron with 99.9 wt% purity. The main impurities are Mn (0.074 wt%) and Ni (0.014 wt%). The raw material was cold-rolled to 50% reduction in thickness, and then annealed at 700 °C for 30 min. Vickers hardness tests and light optical microscopy showed that the material had been fully recrystallized with an average grain size (equivalent grain radius) of 20 \( \mu \text{m} \). The crystallographic texture of the sample was close to random \cite{37}. After the pre-annealing, the material was cut by wire electrical discharge machining into 1 mm diameter rods with the rolling direction along the cylinder axis. To remove the damage from cutting, the rods were further electrochemically etched to a diameter of 500 \( \mu \text{m} \).

The in-situ grain growth experiment was carried out at the materials science beamline ID11 at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). The beamline operates an end-station optimized for monochromatic beam 3D X-ray diffraction and tomographic imaging experiments. X-ray diffraction contrast tomography, DCT \cite{26,27,38,39}, is an extended beam, diffraction imaging approach enabling rapid volumetric mapping of grains and orientations within extended 3D sample volumes based on a single rotational scan (typically mapping 400\(^3\) voxels in 1 h). The metallic sample adhered to a low thermal conductivity ceramic sample holder (2 mm Alumina tube) with a high-temperature glue. The sample holder was mounted on the tomographic rotation stage of the diffractometer which was rotated continuously over 360 degrees during x-ray exposure. The double-crystal Si (111) Laue–Laue monochromator was set to an energy of 40 keV and delivered a uniform beam with a relative bandwidth of 1 \times 10^{-5}. A compound refractive lens \cite{40} was used to collimate and condense the beam. The extent of the mapped sample volume was defined by a slit, placed in close proximity to the sample. The slit opening was 400 \( \mu \text{m} \) vertically and 600 \( \mu \text{m} \) horizontally. The transmitted and the diffracted beams were simultaneously recorded on a high-resolution near-field x-ray imaging detector with 2048 × 2048 pixels and an effective pixel size of 1.54 \( \mu \text{m} \). The detector-to-sample distance was 4.65 mm, thereby enabling the recording of the first 5 hkl families of diffraction spots from individual grains. Each of the DCT scans comprised 3600 images, corresponding to rotation steps of 0.1 degrees, each with an exposure time of 1s.

The sample was alternately mapped in air at room temperature and annealed on the beamline with a retractable tube furnace operating at 800 °C. Forming gas (Ar+2%H\(_2\)) flowed through the tube furnace to prevent sample oxidation. After annealing, the sample was cooled by a jet of forming gas and allowed to stabilize for 5 min before starting a new DCT scan. In total 14 annealing steps (with annealing time of 5 min) and 15 DCT scans were performed at room temperature. The annealing time between the first and the second scan was not determined as accurately as the rest; thus, this first scan was not used in the fitting procedure. The data was analyzed using the DCT software package\(^1\) following the procedures summarized in \cite{26,39}. The orientations of all grains and the grain boundary positions were mapped with a resolution of 0.1 degrees and 1.5 – 3 \( \mu \text{m} \), respectively \cite{37}. By inspection of the evolution of the reconstructed grain boundaries, we suspect that the spatial resolution of the relative boundary movement can be less than one voxel (see Figure S1). Details of the data analysis procedure are provided in Section S1 of supplementary materials.

The resulting 3D experimental data of grain growth is shown in the supplementary video 1. A statistical analysis of the evolution of the grain ensemble showed that the growth of the average grain size is somewhat consistent with classical isotropic grain growth models \cite{3}, while the growth rates of individual grains are not consistent with these models \cite{37}.

2.2. Phase-field method

Generally speaking, each grain is modeled by an implicit representation where a phase-field variable, has a value 1 inside the grain, 0 outside, and a smooth transition from 0 to 1 near the grain boundary. Anisotropy in grain boundary energies and grain boundary mobilities can be built in the model \cite{14,15}. For simplicity, in the work presented here, the inclination dependence of the reduced grain boundary mobility does not vary along a boundary, but can vary from boundary to boundary, see supplementary materials (Section S3.8). Thus, the inclination dependence of the reduced grain boundary mobility can be examined by looking at boundaries with the same

\(^1\) https://sourceforge.net/projects/dct
misorientation but different boundary inclinations. The model used is related to [15]. It is described in detail below.

Assume there are $p$ grains in the system. Let grain $\alpha$ be described by a phase-field variable $u_\alpha$. Then the evolution of each phase-field variable $u_\alpha$ during grain growth is described by the vector-valued Allen-Cahn equation

$$\frac{\partial u_\alpha}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot \left[ \kappa_{\text{pf}} \nabla u_\alpha - \frac{\delta W(u_\alpha)}{\delta u_\alpha} \right],$$

(1)

where the vector phase-field variable $u = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_p\}$, $L$ and $\kappa_{\text{pf}}$ are model parameters. The multiview potential $W$ has the following form [12]:

$$W(u) = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{p} \frac{1}{4} \left( \sum_{\beta=1}^{p} \sigma_{\alpha\beta} u_\alpha^2 - \frac{1}{2} \right),$$

(2)

where $\sigma$ and $\kappa_{\text{pf}}$ are model parameters. In this work, $\sigma_{\alpha\beta} = 1.5$ in order to have a symmetric profile. The misorientation dependence of mobility is taken into account in the $L$ parameter [15]:

$$L(u) = \frac{\sum_{\alpha=1}^{p} \kappa_{\alpha\beta} u_\alpha^2}{\sum_{\alpha=1}^{p} \sigma_{\alpha\beta} u_\alpha^2},$$

(3)

where $L_{\alpha\beta}$ is related to the reduced grain boundary mobility $m_{\alpha\beta}$ (between grains $\alpha$ and $\beta$) by

$$L_{\alpha\beta} = \frac{4m_{\alpha\beta}}{3\kappa_{\text{pf}}}.$$  

(4)

Here $l_{gb}$ is the width of the diffusion (grain) boundary, which is controlled by model parameters $\kappa_{\text{pf}}$ and $w$ by

$$l_{gb} = \sqrt{\frac{8m_{\text{pf}}}{w}}.$$  

(5)

In this work, the grain boundary width $l_{gb}$ is chosen to be 4 grid points based on the previous analysis [41]. For the model used here, phase-field parameters $\kappa_{\text{pf}}$ and $w$ are related by $\sqrt{2}\kappa_{\text{pf}} = 3$.

The phase-field equation (Eq. (1)) is solved on an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU with the active parameter tracking (APT) algorithm [42,43]. The numerical implementation of the model outlined above has been carefully and successfully tested against known analytical solutions for various geometries, which is detailed in Ref. [44]. Details on numerical implementation are provided in supplementary materials and Ref. [44].

More advanced phase-field models can be introduced, which, for example, include the dependence on grain boundary inclination of energy and mobility [16]. Notably, the good correspondence between the grain boundaries provided by our simple model and experimental data, as will be shown in Section 3, implies that such more advanced phase-field models can at best provide incremental improvements, and will therefore not influence the conclusions of this work. In addition, such models are significantly more complex, and as a result, the computational cost will increase dramatically both for the phase-field simulation and for the fitting (a reinitialization process is needed to connect the phase-field variable and the signed distance function, see Section S3.1 in supplementary materials for details).

2.3. Fitting method

The fitting methodology is illustrated in Fig. 1: it combines a 3D experimental movie of the grain growth with 3D phase-field simulations. The reduced mobilities $m = \{m^1, m^2, \ldots, m^n\}$, where $n$ is the number of grain boundaries in the system, are iteratively refined until the simulation optimally matches the experiment. Theoretically, the reduced mobility of all grain boundaries in the sample can be determined in this way, as well as their time dependence (if any). Notably, this global fitting procedure avoids measuring the local velocity and the difficult-to-measure curvature along the boundary. Moreover, the effect of the morphology and topology of the grain network on the migration of individual boundaries is accounted for in the phase-field model, thus also in the fitting process.

2.3.1. Mathematical formulation

Formally, the fitting procedure can be described as an optimization problem

$$\text{minimize } \quad f_{\text{cost}}(t, \mathbf{m}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} f_{\text{cost}}^i,$$

(6)

such that $u_{\text{sim}}(t_0, \mathbf{m}) = u_{\text{exp}}(t_0)$

$u_{\text{sim}}(t, \mathbf{m})$ follows Eq. (1),

where $t$ is time, and $\alpha \beta$ symbolizes the grain boundary shared by grains $\alpha$ and $\beta$. The cost function $f_{\text{cost}}$ measures the difference between the positions of the grain boundaries in the simulated microstructure $u_{\text{sim}}$ and the position of the grain boundaries in the experimental microstructure $u_{\text{exp}}$. The cost function is defined as the summation over all grain boundaries of the local cost functions $f_{\text{cost}}^i$. The local cost function related to the grain boundary between grains $\alpha$ and $\beta$ is defined as

$$f_{\text{cost}}^\alpha(\alpha \beta) = \int_{\Gamma^{\alpha\beta}} \left( \phi(u_{\text{sim}}) - \phi(u_{\text{exp}}) \right)^2 \, dx,$$

(7)

where the integral domain $\Gamma^{\alpha\beta}$ is the region spanned by grain boundary $\alpha \beta$. In this work, as the grain boundary is diffuse in the phase-field model, $\Gamma^{\alpha\beta}$ is a narrow band near the grain boundary. $\phi$ is the signed-distance function determined from the experiment, $\phi(u)$ is the signed-distance function corresponding to the phase-field variable, $u$ (supplementary materials Section S3.1). As shown in Section S3.4 of supplementary materials, the triple-junction region $\Omega^\alpha \cap \Omega^\beta$ is excluded from the fitting domain $\Omega^\alpha \cup \Omega^\beta$. The local cost function in Eq. (7) is then calculated as

$$f_{\text{cost}}^\alpha(\alpha \beta) = \int_{\Omega^\alpha \cup \Omega^\beta} \left( \phi(u_{\text{sim}}) - \phi(u_{\text{exp}}) \right)^2 \, dx,$$

(8)

Sensitivity analysis (see Section S3.2 of supplementary materials) of the optimization problem reveals that the original optimization
problem in Eq. (6) can be approximated by a series of easy-to-solve sub-problems. For each grain boundary \( \alpha \beta \), the sub-problem is defined as the minimization problem

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{find} & \quad L_{\alpha \beta} \\
\text{minimize} & \quad f_{\text{cost}}(t, L_{\alpha \beta}) \\
\text{such that} & \quad u_{\text{sim}}(t_0, m) = u_{\text{exp}}(t_0) \\
& \quad u_{\text{sim}}(t, m) \text{ follows Eq. (1)}. 
\end{align*}
\]

As a consequence of this approximation, within each iteration of the fitting procedure, we replace the multidimensional fit to all reduced mobilities by independent one-dimensional fits to the individual reduced mobilities. Notice that the sub-problems are just an approximation of the original optimization problem, therefore, an iterative fitting process is required. Details of the fitting algorithm, sensitivity analysis are provided in supplementary materials.

2.3.2. Initial guess

The initial guess used for the reduced mobilities is \( m^i_0 = 0.1 \mu m^2 / s \). This number represents the grain averaged reduced mobility, see Ref. [37]. Numerical results show that the fitting algorithm is not sensitive to the initial guess of the reduced mobility.

2.3.3. Convergence check

A typical convergence of one grain boundary in the fitting of the experimental data is shown in Fig. 2. Numerical tests showed that the proposed fitting algorithm in general converges very fast (see Fig. 2b); thus, we fix the total number of the fitting iterations to 10.

2.3.4. Fitting quality

Fig. 3 shows an example of the quality of the fit. The close correspondence of the boundary morphologies between experiment and simulation indicates that the local variation of the reduced mobility along the grain boundary is small. A detailed analysis of the fitted reduced mobilities will be presented in the next section.

3. Results

As presented in Section 2.3 we fit every boundary with a non-zero fitting domain (the size of \( \Omega^{ab} \) needs to be at least one voxel to calculate the local cost function in Eq. (8)). This set includes essentially all boundaries in the system, with the prime exceptions being cases of disappearing or newly formed boundaries due to topological changes taking place between \( t_0 \) and \( t_f \). We fitted the reduced mobilities for 35 different combinations of \( \{t_0, t_f\} \), see Table 1, resulting in 149,547 reduced mobilities. Notice that the immediate next time step is not used as most boundaries do not move a sufficiently large distance to enable an accurate fitting. In the following, we provide a detailed analysis of the fitted reduced mobilities.

3.1. Fitted reduced mobilities as a function of the 5D space

Not all fitted values were equally reliable due to several factors, therefore, the following criteria were applied to select the most reliable fitting results:

1. The boundary condition used in the phase-field calculation is similar to a pinned boundary condition, which may or may not be different from the physical boundary condition in the experiment [44]. Thus, we do not include the reduced mobilities of boundaries that are connected to the exterior in our data set.
However, since the triple-line formed between these boundaries and the interior boundaries are moving in a manner consistent with the experiment (these boundaries are involved in the fitting process), we include in the data set interior boundaries that are connected to boundaries touching the exterior surface.

2. Boundaries where the fitting did not converge after 10 fitting iterations are removed.

3. Boundaries that moved a distance that is not sufficiently large compared to the experimental uncertainty on boundary position are excluded. We choose a threshold of $0.5 \Delta x$ ($\Delta x$ is the voxel size) to balance the accuracy and grain boundary statistics.

4. Boundaries with an area that is too small in the fitting domain $\Omega_{\text{fit}}$ are excluded. We choose a threshold of $10 \Delta x^2$.

5. Boundaries that are connected to boundaries that follow criteria 3 and 4 are excluded in order to prevent any influence from badly fitted neighboring boundaries.

6. To quantify the quality of the fitting for each boundary $\alpha\beta\gamma$, we introduce as a figure-of-merit:

$$\delta_{\text{fit}}(t_0, t_n) = \frac{\int_{\Omega_{\text{fit}}}(\phi_{\text{fit}}(t_n) - \phi_{\text{fit}}(t_0))^2 + (\phi_{\text{fit}}(t_n) - \phi_{\text{fit}}(t_0))^2 \, dx}{\int_{\Omega_{\text{fit}}}(\phi_{\text{fit}}(t_n) - \phi_{\text{fit}}(t_0))^2 + (\phi_{\text{fit}}(t_n) - \phi_{\text{fit}}(t_0))^2 \, dx} \quad (10)$$

It measures the ratio of the distance difference of the simulated and experimental boundary with respect to the distance traveled in the experiment from $t_0$ to $t_n$. For a complete match between the experiment and the simulation, $\delta_{\text{fit}}$ has zero value. Larger value of $\delta_{\text{fit}}$ means poorer fit. In this work, we removed all boundaries with $\delta_{\text{fit}} > 0.5$.

Applying the six criteria listed above, this procedure resulted in 10,307 reduced mobilities of 1,619 boundaries.

To further improve the quality of the data set used, we choose to include only those boundaries which exhibit at least 5 reliable measurements (fulfill all six criteria) out of the 35 fittings and a small variation of the reduced mobility over time (maximum divided by minimum less than five). These boundaries are represented only once, with an average value over the repeated measurements. We further removed highly curved boundaries (average change in the normal to the boundary larger than 25 degrees), consistent with our assumption that reduced mobility is a constant along a boundary, and boundaries having a large change in inclination with time (change in averaged boundary normal with time larger than 15 degrees), since they cannot be categorized as the same boundary with a close five macroscopic degrees of freedom. This yields the reduced mobilities of the 344 boundaries, which are displayed in Fig. 4. A 3D visualization of the data in the fundamental zone of the Rodrigues–Frank space can be seen in the supplementary video 5.

Fig. 4a shows that the reduced mobility varies by three orders of magnitude, with no clear correlation with the misorientation angle.

The values of measured reduced mobilities are consistent with the range of average reduced mobilities determined from a measurement of average grain sizes [37]. Fig. 4b and 4c reveal that there is no apparent correlation with any of the five macroscopic degrees of freedom related to crystallography. As the boundary energy is known to be a function of crystallography and to vary by much less than shown in Fig. 4 [7], we conclude that the grain boundary mobilities are generally uncorrelated with the crystallography. Consistent with this lack of correlation with crystallography, we have identified two boundaries where all five crystallographic parameters are very similar, yet have reduced mobilities that are different by a factor of 9 (see Section S3.6 in supplementary materials).

Note that 344 data points are not sufficient to populate the 5D space; thus Fig. 4 shows three projections of the 5D space. We have explored loosening the criteria in several ways, thereby increasing the number of boundaries. In all cases the conclusion remains the same: there is no evidence for a strong correlation with the boundary crystallography.
3.2. Low-velocity boundaries

The analysis reported in Section 3.1 and results shown in Fig. 4 are based on a set of grain boundaries, which were chosen based on certain selected criteria. Amongst these is criterion 3: boundaries should move a distance that is sufficiently large compared to the experimental uncertainty on boundary position. In a complementary search of the database of all reduced mobilities we here test to what extent boundaries with a very small velocity are correlated with crystallography. In this case, we define the set of valid boundaries by criteria:

1. The boundary is not connected to the sample surface.
2. The delta parameter Eq. (10) less than 1.
3. The distance moved is less than 0.3 voxel size.
4. The fitted reduced mobility is less than 0.01 μm²/s.
5. The fitting converged.

These five criteria result in 191 reduced mobilities. Fig. 5 shows the identified boundaries in the fundamental zone of the Rodrigues–Frank space. There are 20 low angle boundaries with a misorientation angle of smaller than 15 degrees and three Σ3 boundaries. For these special grain boundaries, we observed a correlation with small grain boundary velocity (Fig. 5). For all other boundaries - the vast majority - we find no correlation with the crystallographic parameters.

3.3. Time-variation of the reduced mobility

Another characteristic of the data is that the reduced mobilities vary in time, which is in contrast to conventional understanding because the crystallographic character of the boundary does not change significantly. To improve statistics, we average the fitted reduced mobility within two sets of \( \frac{m}{C_0} \) and \( \frac{m}{C_20} \), respectively, see Tables S1 and S2 for details. The averaged reduced mobility of the set 1 (using early time-steps) is denoted as \( m_{\text{early}} \) and the averaged reduced mobility of set 2 (later time-steps) is denoted as \( m_{\text{late}} \). To make sure only the high-quality points are used in this study, we apply the following criteria (in addition to the six criteria established in Section 3.1) to select the points used for the average:

1. The ratio of the maximum value of the fitted reduced mobilities over the minimum value within each set is less than 5.
2. At least 3 good points can be used to calculate the average.
3. The same boundary is present in both set 1 and set 2.

Applying these criteria, we identified 168 boundaries, with the data of \( m_{\text{early}} \) and \( m_{\text{late}} \) showed in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 plots the distribution of the ratio \( m_{\text{late}}/m_{\text{early}} \) of same boundaries. While grain-averaged parameters are continuously declining [37], the reduced mobilities for some boundaries are decreasing while others are increasing, which would rule out solute drag as responsible for the decline in average reduced mobility. Note that the misorientation between grain boundaries does not change with time (no grain rotation observed during growth within the experimental resolution, i.e., 0.1 degrees). Moreover, the change in reduced mobility is not correlated with the change in inclination, as shown in Fig. 6b. The large variations with time, therefore, provides more evidence that the grain boundary mobilities are not uniquely determined by the boundary’s five macroscopic degrees of freedom and additional physics, perhaps on processes on an atomistic scale, are needed to fully describe the reduced grain boundary mobility.

3.4. A possible connection between a change in reduced mobility and a topological change

Grain growth involves topological changes, where grain neighbor relationships are changed and potentially some grains disappear [37,45]. In connection with the time-variation of the reduced mobility presented in Section 3.3, in particular, we find evidence that topological changes in the grain boundary network can lead to sudden jumps in reduced mobility by more than an order of magnitude. Within the data set, we identified 13 cases where a marked change in reduced mobility appears in connection with such topological changes. Here, we report on a detailed analysis of two of them.

In the first case, as shown in Fig. 8, the boundary 1-2 between grains 1 and 2 moved a very small distance from time-step 1 to time-step 3, a period in time where the adjacent triple-line moves in a

![Fig. 5. Boundaries with small reduced mobility shown in the fundamental zone of the Rodrigues-Frank space. The region comprising low angle grain boundaries (LAGB) with misorientation angles ≤ 15 degrees are shown by the grey region. Five types of special boundaries, Σ3, Σ5, Σ7, Σ9, and Σ11, are marked by square symbols. See supplementary video 6 for a 3D view of the data.](image-url)

![Fig. 6. Time-variation of reduced mobilities of individual boundaries. The set-averaged reduced mobility as a function of (a) the misorientation angle and (b) the inclination angle change between two sets. Set 1 is at an early stage of the grain growth and set 2 is at a late stage. The grey line connects data points of the same boundary.](image-url)
direction parallel to the grain boundary. Grain 3 disappeared between time-step 3 and time-step 4. After this topological change, the grain boundary 1-2 starts to move very quickly, as shown in the contour plot in Fig. 8.

In order to provide a more comprehensive analysis, we changed the fitting procedure. Instead of making fits to all boundaries in the system (at each iteration step) we fitted all boundaries within a cluster of grains (grains 1 and 2 and their first neighbors) simultaneously. This local fitting is fast compared to the fitting of all reduced mobilities within the full sample volume (1501 grains) and allows a detailed and more accurate fitting of the grain boundary 1-2. This local fitting can help to exclude the possibility that the velocity change is due to a change in the curvature of the boundary. Here  time-step 5 is omitted due to a relatively larger uncertainty on the experimental data for this particular boundary.

Table 2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t_0$</th>
<th>$t_{fit}$</th>
<th>$m_{fit} (\mu m^2/s)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Time-variation of the individual reduced mobilities. The frequency of finding boundaries with reduced mobilities that have decreased (brown) and those that have increased (blue). A logarithm scale is used on the x-axis to ease visualization.

The second case illustrating the potential relationship between reduced mobility and topological change is summarized in Fig. 10. In this case, the topological event happens between time-step 7 and time-step 8. Within the experimental error, the repeated measurements clearly show a two-stage movement of the grain boundary coincident with the topological change, see Fig. 10b. The grain boundary has small velocity both before (time-steps 4-6) and after (time-steps 9-15) the topological change. However, during the period including the topological change, the reduced mobility is more than an order of magnitude larger. Notably, in this case, the inclination change is associated with a change in the curvature of the boundary. However, in this case, the inclination angle of part of the boundary changes about 15 - 20 degrees after the topological event. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for both time-steps before and after the topological change. This means the jump in the reduced mobility is likely to be related to the topological change. However, in this case, the inclination angle of part of the boundary changes about 15 - 20 degrees after the topological event. Notably, there is also inclination change in the phase-field simulation although there is no inclination dependence of the reduced mobility in the simulation (Fig. 9b).

In Fig. 9a, it can be seen that the reduced mobility after the topological change is more than an order of magnitude larger than the reduced mobility before the topological change. Next, we performed a simulation that started at time-step 2 and ran until time-step 7. In this simulation, the reduced mobility of the grain boundary 1-2 at time-steps 2 and 3 is fixed at 0.01 $\mu m^2/s$, while it is fixed at 0.3 $\mu m^2/s$ after the topological change. The reduced mobilities of the rest boundaries are manually tuned based on the local fitting results with the three combinations of $(t_0, t_{fit})$ in Table 2. It can be seen from Fig. 9b that this two-step model provides a relatively good match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change. Notice that with a single value of the reduced mobility of grain boundary 1-2, we cannot get a reasonable match between the experiment and the simulation for almost all the time-steps, including the correct prediction of the topological change.
does not change significantly, as evidenced by Fig. 10a. The other 11 cases have not been analyzed to the same level of detail. However, based on inspection these cases are consistent with the conjecture that reduced mobilities are influenced by topological changes.

These observations as well as those of Fig. 4, demonstrate that the grain growth behavior for the large majority of boundaries is governed by mechanisms other than those underlying the classical models of grain growth.

4. Discussion

The results reveal that the reduced grain boundary mobilities vary by at least three orders of magnitude. Two grain boundaries with approximately the same five macroscopic degrees of freedom can exhibit radically different migration behavior. Clearly, some critical physics is missing to fully describe the grain boundary migration process. There are various possibilities regarding the missing degrees of freedom. Triple junction drag due to a low triple junction mobility has been observed for nano-scale grains [46,47], but it is unlikely that it can explain the dramatic change in the reduced mobility in this case. Instead, we see evidence that a change in reduced mobility may be connected to the topological change that occurs when grain faces are created or removed. However, other physics can be operative that may explain the lack of correlation, such as nanoscale grain boundary facets [48], disconnections [21–24], grain interior defects [49], elastic strain [50], and other atomistic scale processes.

In the future, unraveling the microscopic origin of the reduced mobility variation may benefit from new multiscale 3D x-ray imaging methods, that will allow us to zoom into individual grains [51,52], and map dislocations [53], and local strain with a resolution of 30–100 nm [54]. The development of high-performance computing can help to speed up the simulations and allow the use of more advanced phase-field models. Phase-field models with inclination dependence will allow us to analyze the highly curved boundaries that were removed from the data set. The presented fitting methodology may also be extended to determine the triple junction mobilities for nano-crystalline materials with the help of higher resolution x-ray imaging methods [51,52,54] and suitable phase-field models [47].

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have developed a rapid throughput fitting methodology to determine reduced grain boundary mobilities by comparison between time-resolved diffraction contrast tomography experiment of a polycrystalline sample and phase-field simulations of grain growth. The proposed fitting methodology is a global fitting process, therefore avoids measuring the local grain boundary velocity and curvature, which in practice are difficult to be measured accurately. The effect of neighboring boundaries on grain boundary migration is accounted for by the phase-field method. We have applied the fitting method to a pure iron grain growth data set and determined 10,307 reduced mobilities of 1619 boundaries. A detailed analysis of the measured reduced mobilities versus the five macroscopic degrees of freedom of grain boundaries shows no evidence of a strong correlation between reduced grain boundary mobilities and the crystallography of the boundaries. Moreover, we observed that the reduced mobility of a grain boundary can vary in time and may be affected by topological changes. All these observations imply that grain boundary motion in polycrystals is governed by factors other than the crystallography of the grain boundary.

Predicting the time evolution of the microstructure during processing is a prerequisite to attaining the vision of “materials design based on simulations” [55]. We argue that our results are relevant for most applications - with industrial materials not being ultra-pure - and hence demonstrating the need for a new generation of multiscale models for describing grain growth. The data comprises a comprehensive testbed for validating new mechanisms.

Directly comparing 3D experimental movies and 3D simulations is an approach that can be used in many other fields in materials science, e.g., plastic deformation and phase transformations. With hundreds of millions of points in space-time, this approach can guide...
theory and validate models in an unprecedented way. In particular, in favorable cases all relevant materials parameters can be extracted from one experiment using representative samples and processing tools.
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